
Canvas Craft instructions for getting you the correct boat lift canopy for your boat lift canopy frame.  

Rounded End canopy style 

 

 

 

The are many types of boat lift canopies out there, so please use the form that closely resembles your 

boat lift canopy, we have the diagrams for the most popular frames style, that being flat front and rear, 

flared, and duckbill.   

What we will need from you to ensure you get the correct boat lift canopy: 

 

1.) We will need the width of the frame; measure from 2-3 locations from outside of the side rail to 

outside of the side rail.  

2.) We will need the length of the side rail, measuring from one side to the other side  

3.) After this having 1 picture of the side view of the frame, and 1 picture of the front view of the frame 

will help solidify and positively ID a good fit your canopy frame. If you have a manufacturer’s name and 

model that will assist but not give an exact match. 

Contact Canvas Craft: 763-428-4325 

Email: Info@canvascraftinc.com 



Canvas Craft instructions for getting you the correct boat lift canopy for your boat lift canopy frame.  

Flat front and rear canopy style 

 

 

The are many types of boat lift canopies out there, so please use the form that closely resembles your 

boat lift canopy, we have the diagrams for the most popular frames style, that being flat front and rear, 

flared, and duckbill.   

What we will need from you to ensure you get the correct boat lift canopy:

 

1.) We will need the width of the frame; measure from 2-3 locations from outside of the side rail to 

outside of the side rail.  

2.) We will need the length of the side rail, measuring from one side to the other side  

3.) After this having 1 picture of the side view of the frame, and 1 picture of the front view of the frame 

will help solidify and positively ID a good fit your canopy frame. If you have a manufacturer’s name and 

model that will assist but not give an exact match. 

Contact Canvas Craft: 763-428-4325 

Email: Info@canvascraftinc.com 

 

 

 



Canvas Craft instructions for getting you the correct boat lift canopy for your boat lift canopy frame.  

Rounded corner canopy style 

 

 

 

The are many types of boat lift canopies out there, so please use the form that closely resembles your 

boat lift canopy, we have the diagrams for the most popular frames style, that being flat front and rear, 

flared, and duckbill.   

What we will need from you to ensure you get the correct boat lift canopy:

 

1.) We will need the width of the frame; measure from 2-3 locations from outside of the side rail to 

outside of the side rail.  

2.) We will need the length of the side rail, measuring from one side to the other side  

3.) After this having 1 picture of the side view of the frame, and 1 picture of the front view of the frame 

will help solidify and positively ID a good fit your canopy frame. If you have a manufacturer’s name and 

model that will assist but not give an exact match. 

Contact Canvas Craft: 763-428-4325 

Email: Info@canvascraftinc.com 

 

 



Canvas Craft instructions for getting you the correct boat lift canopy for your boat lift canopy frame.  

Peaked Raised End canopy style 

 

 

The are many types of boat lift canopies out there, so please use the form that closely resembles your 

boat lift canopy, we have the diagrams for the most popular frames style, that being flat front and rear, 

flared, and duckbill.   

What we will need from you to ensure you get the correct boat lift canopy: 

 

1.) We will need the width of the frame; measure from 2-3 locations from outside of the side rail to 

outside of the side rail.  

2.) We will need the length of the side rail, measuring from one side to the other side  

3.) After this having 1 picture of the side view of the frame, and 1 picture of the front view of the frame 

will help solidify and positively ID a good fit your canopy frame. If you have a manufacturer’s name and 

model that will assist but not give an exact match. 

Contact Canvas Craft: 763-428-4325 

Email: Info@canvascraftinc.com 


